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Chapter 1 : Spinoza Context Sources And The Early Writings
Benedito de espinoza was born on 24 november 1632 in the jodenbuurt in amsterdam, netherlands. he was the
second son of miguel de espinoza, a successful, although not wealthy, portuguese sephardic jewish merchant
in amsterdam. his mother, ana débora, miguel's second wife, died when baruch was only six years old.
spinoza's mother tongue was portuguese, although he also knew hebrew, spanish Benedict de spinoza
(1632—1677) benedict de spinoza was among the most important of the post-cartesian philosophers who
flourished in the second half of the 17th century.he made significant contributions in virtually every area of
philosophy, and his writings reveal the influence of such divergent sources as stoicism, jewish rationalism,
machiavelli, hobbes, descartes, and a variety of Baruch spinoza, rationalist philosopher. the philosophy of
spinoza has achieved many commentaries. there is no uniform verdict as to the precise nature of his
worldview.Benedict de spinoza: political philosophy. the body of benedict de spinoza’s writings on political
philosophy in the 17th century should be seen as a paradigmatic species of european enlightenment
philosophy. spinoza rejected the teleological account of human nature and its implications to political societies
in favor of rational, scientific understanding with its contractual implications.Benedict de spinoza, hebrew
forename baruch, latin forename benedictus, portuguese bento de espinosa, (born november 24, 1632,
amsterdam—died february 21, 1677, the hague), dutch jewish philosopher, one of the foremost exponents of
17th-century rationalism and one of the early and seminal figures of the enlightenment.his masterwork is the
treatise ethics (1677)."his vast--and vastly impressive--book sets out to redefine the intellectual landscape of
early modern europegnificent and magisterial, radical enlightenment will undoubtedly be one of the truly great
historical works of the decade."--john adamson, sunday telegraph "[a] magnificent..udy of the impact of
spinoza and his philosophy on european cultural history at the hinge of the 17th Old testament theology in a
canonical context [brevard s. childs] on amazonm. *free* shipping on qualifying offers.
Herbert spencer: herbert spencer, english sociologist and philosopher, an early advocate of the theory of
evolution, who achieved an influential synthesis of knowledge, advocating the preeminence of the individual
over society and of science over religion. his magnum opus was the synthetic philosophy (1896), aBaruch
spinoza, the jewish pantheistic philosopher known for his promotion of democracy, developed his ideas in a
netherlands teeming with radical thinkers in an intellectual milieu the authors assess had a perceptible though
not explicit effect on spinoza, forming powerful impressions on his own thinking.Thought for the week
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